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During recent years, a great deal of theoretical attention has been devoted to the 
development of a consistent formulation of the nuclear mean field at both positive and 
negative energies.' This unified description of the mean field is based on the use of disper- 
sion relations, themselves a consequence only of causality, which connect the real with the 
imaginary part of the optical model potential at positive energies. This makes it possible 
to separate the usual real optical potential into two parts, one that is slowly varying with 
energy in a manner consistent with the non-locality of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, and 
another with a more complicated shape and energy dependence that is derived from the 
imaginary potential. The real dispersive optical potential may be extrapolated to negative 
energies where it becomes the mean field of the bound nucleus. In this context, it may be 
used to calculate the energy of various valence shells, and extrapolations of the imaginary 
part may be used to estimate the occupation of those shells. 

This dispersive optical model has been successfully applied to understand the en- 
ergy dependence of the optical potential for the n+208Pb and p + 2 0 8 ~ b  systems.' In this 
analysis, it also has been used to calculate bound-state properties such as single-particle 
energies, occupation probabilities and absolute spectroscopic factors. This technique has 
even been applied to the study of the 1 6 0 + 2 0 8 ~ b  system.' In this work we extend the 
dispersive optical model technique to the study of the d + 2 0 8 ~ b  system. This may result 
in a better understanding of the energy dependence of deuteron optical model potentials 
and provide bound state and spectroscopic information for n-p pair transfer reactions. 

The usual optical model potential U(r, E) is defined as: 

U(r, E) = V(r, E) + iW (r, E) (1) 

where the V(r, E) and W(r, E )  are the real and imaginary parts of the optical potential, 
respectively. In the dispersion relation treatment, the real term (now slowly varying with 
energy) is joined by a "correction" term AV (r, E) to make 

where the correction term is related to the imaginary potential through 



in the nucleon-nucleus case. The symbol P denotes the principle value. In the nucleus- 
nucleus system, the correlation component of AV(r, E) at negative energies is absent, 
therefore the lower limit of the integration is replaced by the Fermi energy EF.  If E is 
given as the energy per nucleon, EF=-5.78 MeV for 208Pb. The relation shown in Eq. (3) 
also applies to the volume integral of the potential: 

where Jw is the volume integral per nucleon of the imaginary potential. The imaginary 
potential used in Eqs. (3) and (4) is obtained from a best fit optical model, preferably one 
that also includes AV(r, E) in an internally consistent way. 

The published d + 2 0 8 ~ b  elastic data2-* at 85 Ed 5 90 MeV can be classified into two 
sets. One data set (set A) has cross section measurements only, and the other data set 
(set B) has both cross section and vector analyzing power (A,) information. The optical 
model potentials associated with these measurements may be divided into three groups. 
In set I, data consisting of only cross section measurements is reproduced by a potential 
with no spin-orbit term. If a spin-orbit term is included, potential set I1 results. Set 111 
is found by fitting a potential with central and spin-orbit terms to data sets containing 
both cross section and analyzing power information. The volume integral of the real and 
imaginary central potential of the three optical model sets, Jv and Jw, are shown in 
Fig. 1. The dashed line indicates the extrapolated energy dependence of the global optical 
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Figure 1. Energy dependence of the imag- 
inary and real central optical potential for 
deuteron elastic scattering. The cross, di- 

20 40 60 80 100 amond, and square points refer to optical 
potential sets I, 11, and 111, respectively. 
The dashed lines denote the global opti- 
cal potential of Daehnick, et al. 
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potential of Daehni~k.~ Both volume integral sets based solely upon cross section data show 
considerable variation, and would not make a satisfactory basis on which to understand the 
energy variations of the optical potential in detail. Therefore we have restricted ourselves 
to set B with incident deuteron energies Ed=9.0, 12.3, 22.0, 28.8, 56.0 and 79.2 MeV (see 
Refs. 3-8). With this choice, a smooth energy dependence results, forming the basis of 
our dispersive analysis. 

In order to carry out the analysis in an internally consistent manner, the computer 
code SNOOPY~Q'O has been modified and renamed SNPQDR." The central part of the 
dispersive optical potential Uc (r, E) is defined in SNPQDR to be: 

where f(r,  Rj,aj) with j = O,S,D is the Woods-Saxon form. The terms AVs(r,E) 
and AVD(r, E) are obtained using the dispersion relation of Eq. (3) from Ws(r, E) and 
WD (r, E) , respectively. The form of the spin-orbit term is maintained as a Thomas- 
derivative; in this analysis it is entirely real (presumably an imaginary spin-orbit term 
would give rise to additional corrections to the real central and spin-orbit potentials). In 
the reanalysis of the cross section and analyzing power data, the volume integrals of the 
surface and volume imaginary potentials, JwD and Jws, were fixed at the values given 
by the best fit optical potentials reported in Refs. 3-8. The imaginary integral, Jw , is 
a measurement of the absorption of incident flux, and therefore is expected to have little 
model dependence. The energy dependence of these best fit imaginary surface and volume 
potentials have each been described using the parameterization of Ref. 12, from which the 
correction terms JAvs and JAvD were calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 2. In the 
top part of Fig. 2, the solid line indicates the sum Jw of JwD (dashed line) and Jws (dot- 
dashed line). The horizontal axis (E) in Fig. 2 refers to the incident deuteron energy when 
E 2 0 and the quasi-deuteron energy when E < 0. The values of the correction terms 
JAvs and JAvD were then fixed. In the dispersive optical model analysis other parameters, 
including the real central and spin-orbit parameters as well as the radial shape parameters 
of the imaginary potential, were allowed to vary. This gave ten adjustable parameters 
(VO, r0, ao, r s ,  a s ,  r ~ ,  aD, Vso, rso ,  aso),  the same as that of the more standard optical 
potential search (V, rv,  av, Ws, WD, Rw , aw, Vso, rso ,  aso) .3-8 Typical results obtained 
with the self-consistant dispersive optical potential are shown in Fig. 3. These potentials 
provide fits of similar quality to those obtained with the standard parametrization. 

The volume integral of the real central potential Jv (E) resulting from the dispersive 
parametrization is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 2 (square points). In Fig. 2, the dotted 
line is the volume integral of the empirical "Hartree-Fock" potential, which is determined 
by forming the difference between Jv (E) from the best fit of the dispersive optical potential 
and the correction terms JAvv (E) + JAvD (E). Only those data sets where Ed is higher 
than the Columb barrier in the dfZo8pb system were used in this determination. The 
dashed line refers to J u H F n ( E )  + JAVD (E) and the solid line represents the predicted 
Jv (E), which is the sum of J s H F n  (E), JhVs (E) and JAvD (E). In the negative energy 
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Figure 2. Energy dependence of the imag- 
inary and real central optical potentials 
used for the dispersive optical model. The 
square, cross and circle (with x) refer to 

o 20 40 60 80 loo the Jw, Jws and JwD terms respectively 
of the best fit optical potentials of Refs. 
3-8. At E = 2EF the absorptive poten- 
tial of the quasi-deuteron is expected to 
vanish1. This has been shown as one ad- 
ditional square point in this plot. 
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Figure 3. Angular distributions of the cross section and vector analyzing power for deuteron 
elastic scattering. The points indicate the experimental data. The solid lines are the best 
fit results using the dispersive optical model and the dashed lines are the best fit optical 
potentials reported in Refs. 6 and 8. 



region in the bottom part of Fig. 2, the crosses show the sum of the real volume integrals 
for n and p, which are located in bound state orbits corresponding to correlated two- 
particle state configurations observed in (a,d) and (d,a) reactions on 208Pb. These values 
have been scaled down by 15% as suggested in Ref. 13 where the comparison between the 
deuteron optical potential and the sum of neutron and proton potentials was made in the 
positive energy region. 

Typical real potential radial dependences are shown in Fig. 4. The solid lines are 
the sum of the terms denoted by the symbols "1" (central), "2" (surface correction) and 
"3" (volume correction) from the dispersive optical potential. The dot-dashed line is the 
standard best-fit optical potential. The real central potential in the dispersive optical 
model differs from the standard one when Ed decreases. This arises from the energy 
dependence of the surface and volume correction terms. 

The dispersive optical model parameters are given in Table 1. Preliminary values of 
VuHFs(2EF), T ' H F ~  and a u ~ p  are also presented in this table. 

In conclusion, the search method developed for a self-consistent dispersive optical 
model gives the same quality fits to data as a standard optical model analysis. In addition, 
a Hartree-Fock (or slowly varying with energy) potential VuHFn (7, E) has been obtained. 

We would like to thank Dr. H. Nann for useful discussions and Li Yuan for computer 
assistance. 

Figure 4. Radial dependence of the 
real central optical potential term. The 
curves marked 1, 2, and 3 refer to the 
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Table 1: Best fit dispersive optical model parameters 
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